In areas with marked differences in accessibility, the cost efficiency of design-based sampling strategies for estimating the population mean or total can be increased by accounting for these differences in the selection of the sampling locations. This can be achieved by stratified random sampling. The question then is how to construct the strata. Existing optimal stratification methods such as cum √ f stratification assume a constant cost among the sampling units, and therefore can be suboptimal when this assumption is violated. A simulated annealing algorithm is proposed for simultaneous optimization of the stratum breaks and the sample size under optimal allocation of the sample size, given a chosen maximum for the expected total costs. The proposed stratification method is tested in a study area of 5900 km 2 in Anhui province, China. Optimal stratum breaks were computed for estimating the population mean of the soil organic matter content (SOM). Predictions of SOM from a multiple linear regression model were used as a stratification variable. The optimal stratum breaks differed markedly from the cum √ f breaks. The variance of the estimated mean of SOM using the optimal stratification was about 8 to 29% smaller than with the cum √ f stratification, depending on the number of strata. This large gain in precision can be explained by the moderately strong correlation of the point-wise costs and the stratification variable. Smaller gains are expected when this correlation is weaker or the variation in costs among the units are smaller. The proposed algorithm can also be used when no ancillary variable related to the variable of interest is available, accounting for differences in costs among the sampling units only. An R script with functions is provided as supporting information.
Summary
In areas with marked differences in accessibility, the cost efficiency of design-based sampling strategies for estimating the population mean or total can be increased by accounting for these differences in the selection of the sampling locations. This can be achieved by stratified random sampling. The question then is how to construct the strata. Existing optimal stratification methods such as cum √ f stratification assume a constant cost among the sampling units, and therefore can be suboptimal when this assumption is violated. A simulated annealing algorithm is proposed for simultaneous optimization of the stratum breaks and the sample size under optimal allocation of the sample size, given a chosen maximum for the expected total costs. The proposed stratification method is tested in a study area of 5900 km 2 in Anhui province, China. Optimal stratum breaks were computed for estimating the population mean of the soil organic matter content (SOM). Predictions of SOM from a multiple linear regression model were used as a stratification variable. The optimal stratum breaks differed markedly from the cum √ f breaks. The variance of the estimated mean of SOM using the optimal stratification was about 8 to 29% smaller than with the cum √ f stratification, depending on the number of strata. This large gain in precision can be explained by the moderately strong correlation of the point-wise costs and the stratification variable. Smaller gains are expected when this correlation is weaker or the variation in costs among the units are smaller. The proposed algorithm can also be used when no ancillary variable related to the variable of interest is available, accounting for differences in costs among the sampling units only. An R script with functions is provided as supporting information.
Introduction
In areas with marked differences in accessibility it can be sensible to account for these differences in the sampling design for soil surveys, so that poorly accessible locations have a relatively low probability of being selected, and easily accessible locations a relatively high probability. In recent years several papers have probability that this point is included in the sample is unknown, which is a requirement for probability sampling and design-based inference. Angelini et al. (2016) used the mapped soil moisture regime and the distance to the nearest road to construct strata for stratified random sampling for validation. Three access strata were constructed; nothing is said about what distances are used to define the access strata, and how these distances are chosen. Sampling densities were adapted to the accessibility by multiplying the sampling density of the best-accessible stratum by a factor of 0.5 for the moderately accessible stratum, and by 0.25 for the least accessible stratum. Again, these factors were arbitrary choices and not underpinned by theory. Yang et al. (2018) compared two sampling designs that account for differences in access costs: sampling with probabilities proportional to size (pps sampling), with size equal to the inverse of the square root of the access costs and stratified random sampling. They concluded that estimates of the population mean squared error (MSE) with pps sampling in combination with the Hajek estimator (Särndal et al., 1992) and stratified random sampling were equally precise. Further, they found that control of total point-wise access costs with stratified random sampling was better than with pps sampling, and for that reason is to be preferred.
In stratified random sampling the access costs can be taken into account in the allocation of the sample to the strata: few points are allocated to strata with large mean access costs, abundant points to strata with small mean access costs. Additionally, the differences in access costs can also be accounted for in constructing the strata. Although there are several methods for computing optimal strata, referred to as optimal stratification methods, such as the cum √ f method (Dalenius & Hodges, 1959) and the Ospats method (de Gruijter et al., 2015) , differences in costs among the population units are not accounted for in these methods. In Yang et al. (2018) an algorithm is proposed for constructing optimal strata under optimal allocation when the costs differ among the units. No ancillary variable related to the squared prediction error, taken as the variable of interest, was used in the stratification; the stratification was based entirely on the access costs.
If we have supplementary information on the variable of interest, this might help us design efficient sampling schemes. For example, if the aim is to estimate the total C stock in the soil of an area of which we have a soil map, we may use the soil map units as strata in stratified random sampling. If the mean soil C stock differs among the soil map units, stratified random sampling gives more precise estimates of the total soil C stock than simple random sampling (Lohr, 1999) . In this example the stratification variable is a categorical variable, and the strata consist of (merged) categories (soil map units). With a quantitative variable that is correlated with the variable of interest, strata are constructed by defining a set of threshold values that serve as stratum breaks. Given the number of strata, the challenge then is to find the optimal stratum breaks (i.e. the stratum breaks that result in the most precise estimate of the population mean or total of the variable of interest for a given budget). If we have multiple quantitative and or qualitative covariates, an option is to postulate a multiple linear regression model and to use this model to predict the variable of interest. These predictions are then used as a quantitative stratification variable; see de Gruijter et al. (2016) for an application in soil carbon auditing.
The aim of this paper is to describe the proposed optimal stratification method in detail, and to compare it with existing stratification methods. We consider two situations. First, we explore stratification in which we have a quantitative variable related to the variable of interest. This ancillary variable is used for stratification, as well as information on the point-wise costs. Second, we address the situation where no information is available on the variable of interest. In this case stratification is entirely based on the point-wise costs. Points with similar costs are grouped into strata.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the section on 'Stratified simple random sampling' we present the theory of stratified simple random sampling. In the section on 'Optimal stratification', existing optimal stratification methods are described, as well as the proposed stratification algorithm in which the stratification is based on a quantitative stratification variable and the costs. In the 'Methods' section we describe the case study: the map with predictions of the variable of interest that is used for stratification, modelling of the access costs, set-up of the experiment (number of strata, budgets for sampling, and simulated annealing parameters) and the results. In the final sections, the results of the case study are discussed and conclusions are drawn.
Theory

Stratified simple random sampling
In this section the formulae for estimating the population mean of some variable of interest y and its sampling variance from a stratified simple random sample are presented, as well as formulae for apportioning the total sample size to the strata. These formulae are used in the minimization criterion of the optimal stratification method, as explained in the section on optimal stratification. We present the theory for a general variable of interest y and stratification variable x. In the 'Methods' section variable y is the current soil organic matter (SOM) content, and the stratification variable x is the SOM as depicted on a map.
In stratified simple random sampling (STSI), the study area is subdivided into subareas referred to as strata. Note that the subareas that serve as strata need not be contiguous areas; think for instance of all polygons of a soil map unit. From each stratum a simple random sample is selected. Usually for stratification one or more ancillary variables (quantitative or categorical) are used that are related to the variable of interest.
With STSI the population mean of the soil variable of interest (MSE) can be estimated by (Cochran, 1977; Lohr, 1999; de Gruijter et al., 2006) 
where L is the number of strata, N h is number of cells of a raster map in stratum h, N is the total number of raster cells andŷ h the estimated mean of the variable of interest for stratum h, estimated by the unweighted average of the variable of interest at the n h sampling points:ŷ
with y hi the variable of interest at the ith point in stratum h. The sampling variance of this estimator equals
where w h = N h /N is the relative size of stratum h, 2 h (y) is the variance of the variable of interest in stratum h and n h is the sample size of stratum h. In practice, the stratum variances are unknown and are replaced by sample estimates of the variances to obtain an estimate of the sampling variance of the estimated population mean.
Allocation. The precision of the estimated population mean depends on how the total sample size n is apportioned to the strata. This is referred to as allocation. In Neyman allocation the stratum sample sizes are computed by Cochran (1977) :
In Neyman allocation we account only for differences in size and variance among the strata. Differences in mean costs among strata are not accounted for. In optimal allocation we do account for differences in mean costs among strata, and sample sizes are computed by Cochran (1977) :
where c h is the mean cost-per-point in stratum h. So, the stratum sample size is inversely proportional to the square root of the mean cost-per-point in a stratum. The larger are the mean costs of a stratum, the smaller is the sample size of that stratum. Note that in practice we do not know the stratum variances of the variable of interest, 2 h (y). If we have a stratification variable x related to the variable of interest, we approximate 2 h (y) by 2 h (x). If we do not have a stratification variable so that information on stratum variances is entirely absent, optimal allocation reduces to:
Optimal stratification Existing methods. Dalenius (1950) derived equations for stratum breaks in terms of an auxiliary variable x that result in the minimum variance of the estimated mean of x under Neyman allocation. He showed that the variance is minimized when
where b h is the break for stratum h and h is the mean of x in stratum h. For stratum 1 (h = 1) the lower boundary is the minimum of x, b 0 . For the final stratum (h = L), the upper boundary is the maximum of x, b L . These equations cannot be solved analytically in practice because h and h depend on the stratum breaks b h , h = 1· · ·L − 1. Dalenius & Hodges (1959) proposed the cum √ f method as an approximation. This approximation builds on the assumption that the frequency distribution of x in each stratum is approximately uniform. In this approximation the optimal stratum breaks satisfy:
where f (x) is the density of x and C L is the above integral from the minimum of
Recently de Gruijter et al. (2015) proposed a novel method to optimize spatial stratification that uses predictions of the variable of interest as a stratification variable. The errors in the predictions are accounted for explicitly in computing the optimal strata. The method requires prior knowledge of the variance and covariance of the prediction errors. Differences in costs among the population units (points) are not accounted for.
Both stratification methods described above assume that the costs of all population units are equal, so that Neyman allocation is optimal. With constant unit-wise costs and a given sample size, only the variance is a function of the stratum breaks. All samples of the same size have the same total costs, regardless of the stratum breaks and how these samples are allocated to the strata. As a consequence, with constant unit-wise costs we can optimize the stratum breaks by searching for the breaks that either minimize the required sample size for a given level of precision, or maximize the precision for a given budget.
In this paper the costs per unit differ among the units. In allocating the sample among the strata we want to take these differences into account (Equations (5) and (6), with y replaced by x in the first equation) because this increases sampling efficiency. In this case, given the total sample size, both the variance of the estimated mean and the total costs are a function of the stratum breaks. This makes the optimization problem more complicated. We propose to optimize the stratification with simulated annealing (SA).
Optimal stratification with simulated annealing. Two situations are distinguished, one in which a quantitative ancillary variable x related to the variable of interest y is available, and one in which such an ancillary variable is absent.
Ancillary variable available. If a quantitative variable x related
to the variable of interest y is available, this variable is used as a stratification variable. To find the optimal stratification we propose the following as a minimization criterion:
where 2 h (x) is the variance within strata of the stratification variable and (C) is a penalty when the expected total costs C exceed a chosen maximum. The first term in the criterion is the sampling variance of the estimated population mean of the stratification variable. The stratum sample sizes, n h , are computed for optimal allocation (Equation (5), with y replaced by x).
The penalty is computed with:
where C is the expected total costs that can be computed by ∑ h n h c h and C max is the maximum value for the total costs. Note that the maximum for the total costs is used as a soft constraint. A small exceedance of the maximum costs is allowed, depending on how much the maximum is exceeded by and on the parameter in Equation (9). By choosing a large value for , the soft constraint effectively becomes a hard constraint (see the case study hereafter).
The objective function is minimized by searching for the optimal combination of threshold values of x that serve as stratum breaks and the total sample size n. Note that the stratum breaks not only affect the variances of x within strata, 2 h (x), but also the total costs of C for a given total sample size n optimally allocated to the strata. Stratum breaks are searched for so that the variances 2 h (x) , h = 1, 2 · · · L are small and the 'affordable' total sample size n is large.
No ancillary variable. In this case stratification boils down to finding the optimal set of cost values that serve as stratum breaks. We propose to search for the optimal stratum breaks by minimizing the criterion:
Note that the stratum variances 2 h (x) in Equation (9) are replaced by a constant variancẽ2 (y) that is equal for all strata (no subscript h). This is because in this case we do not have knowledge of the variable of interest at points. In practice, we do not know this variance, and a prior estimate,̃2 (y), is used. Such a prior estimate can be obtained from legacy data when available, or from other similar areas. The stratum sample sizes, n h , are computed with Equation (6).
Simulated annealing. For a given number of strata L, the stratum breaks and the sample size n are optimized by simulated annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Aarts & Korst, 1987) . This is an iterative, random search procedure in which, in our case, a sequence of vectors with stratum breaks and of sample sizes is generated by slightly modifying the previous vector with stratum breaks and sample size. In each iteration both new stratum breaks and a new sample size is proposed. For the vector with stratum breaks, this is done by selecting randomly one stratum break and selecting fully randomly a value from the real, open interval defined by its neighbouring breaks, (b h−1, k , b h+1, k ). A new total sample size is proposed by selecting fully randomly a number from the closed integer interval [n k − n , n k + n ], where n k is the current sample size and n is an integer for half the window width. The change in criterion O is computed in each iteration. If the value for O is decreased, the new vector with stratum breaks and the new sample size is always accepted. If it is increased, the new vector with breaks and sample size is accepted with probability:
where O j is the value of the minimization criterion at the jth iteration and T k is a control parameter, referred to as the temperature. The temperature is gradually decreased during optimization:
where is a value smaller than and close to 1, typically 0.95 or 0.9. Equation (12) shows that, given T k , the larger is the increase in O, the smaller is the probability of acceptance, and given the increase in O, the smaller is T k , the smaller is the probability of acceptance. We propose to optimize the stratifications for multiple values of L, and to compare the optimized stratifications on the basis of the variance of the estimated population mean of the variable of interest (see next subsection) to decide on the optimal number of strata.
Comparing stratification methods. The performance of two stratifications can be compared on the basis of the variance of the estimated mean of the stratification variable x at equal expected total costs. However, it is more relevant to compare them on the basis of the variance of the estimated mean of the variable of interest y. For this we need the stratum variances of y (see Equation (3)), which can be computed by the average of squared differences (de Gruijter et al., 2015) :
The values y i are unknown at the nodes of the discretization grid.
We consider the case where we have predictions of y that are used as a stratification variable x: x =ỹ. These predictions,ỹ, are obtained, for instance, by a linear regression model or kriging. The predictions can be written as the sum of the true value and a random prediction error e i :ỹ
The model expectation of the squared differences in Equation (13) equals (de Gruijter et al., 2015) :
where R 2 is the squared Pearson correlation coefficient of the fitted and observed values of y (in the case of predictions with a linear regression model, R 2 is the coefficient of determination), V (e i ) is the variance of the prediction error at prediction node i and cov(e i , e j ) is the covariance of the prediction errors at nodes i and j. Replacing the pairwise squared differences in Equation (13) by Equation (15) gives a model prediction of the stratum variance. These predicted stratum variances are then used in Equation (3) to predict the sampling variance of the estimated mean of the variable of interest y.
Variances of the estimated mean of the variable of interest are compared at equal expected total costs, C max . This is done by computing the maximum total sample size n so that, for a given allocation scheme, the expected total costs, computed by ∑ L h n h c h , do not exceed C max . This sample size is referred to as the equivalent sample size.
Equations (13) and (15) can also be used to predict the variance of y for the entire study area (population variance). This predicted population variance can then be used to estimate the variance of the estimated mean of y for simple random sampling. The equivalent sample size can be computed by the integer number of C max ∕c, with c the mean costs in the population. The gain in precision from stratification, referred to as the stratification effect, is often quantified by the ratio of the variance of the estimated mean with SI and the variance with STSI (Cochran, 1977) .
Methods
The proposed stratification method is illustrated with a case study on estimating the carbon stock in an area with marked differences in accessibility. An existing map of soil organic matter content (SOM, g kg −1 ) in the 0-20-cm layer is used for constructing the strata. These strata can be used to select a stratified simple random sample. Once the sample data are collected, they can be used in design-based estimation of the current population mean or total SOM.
Study area
The study area of 5900 km 2 is in Anhui Province of China. Elevation ranges from −5 to 1058 m, with flat plains in the northwest and hills in the southwest, southeast and northeast (Figure 1) . The main soil types in this area are Ferric Lixisols, Hydragric Anthrosols and Regosols according to the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (FAO, 2006) . Land use is mainly cultivated land with rice as the dominant crop, and forest land that includes bamboo, fir, shrub and other evergreen coniferous or deciduous broad-leaved trees, most of which are secondary or planted. There are three highways, two provincial roads, several county roads and many trails (Figure 1 ).
The roads are relatively dense in flat areas and sparse in hilly areas, especially in Jing County in the southwest.
Map of soil organic matter content
The map with predictions of SOM was obtained by multiple linear regression, using elevation, annual average temperature, topographic wetness index, slope and profile curvature as covariates (Figure 2) . The model was calibrated on a sample of 183 locations; 61 of them were on a square grid covering the study area, 60 were selected by the sampling method proposed by Zhu et al. (2015) , and 62 were selected by stratified simple random sampling. The residuals of the regression model showed no spatial structure (i.e. the estimated variogram was pure nugget). The coefficient of determination, R 2 , was 0.404 (R 2 adj, 0.387); the estimated standard deviation of the residuals was 8.57 g kg −1 . Predictions of SOM ranged from 11.3 to 88.5 g kg −1 , with a mean of 22 g kg −1 . The variance of the prediction error, V (e i ) in Equation (15), was estimated with (Draper & Smith, 1998) :
wherê2 e is the estimated residual variance, z i is the vector with covariate values (elevation, and so on) at prediction node i and Z is the matrix with covariate values at the 183 sampling points used to calibrate the multiple linear regression model. The covariance of the prediction errors, cov(e i , e j ) in Equation (15), equals zero for all pairs of grid nodes (variogram of residuals was pure nugget).
Computing point-wise access costs
Point-wise access costs were computed as the sum of the costs of travelling by car from a basepoint where fieldworkers stay overnight to the on-road point that is closest to the sampling point, and the costs of hiking from this on-road point to the off-road sampling location. The computation of these two components of access costs is described shortly hereafter; for more details, we refer to Yang et al. (2018) . Note that we did not multiply the cumulative access costs by a salary rate and the costs are expressed in time units (hours) here. Figure 3 shows the map of the point-wise access costs. The road pattern is clearly reflected in this map as zones with relatively small access costs. Further, relatively large access costs occur in the hilly area in the southeast (Figure 1 ). The mean and median point-wise access costs were 52 and 44 minutes, respectively; the maximum was about 5.2 hours. The access costs showed strong positive skew; the skewness was 1.94.
Car travel costs.
To compute the costs of travel by car three basepoints were selected in the study area, and one basepoint just outside the study area, being the cities of Guangde, Langxi, Xuanzhou and Jingxian (Figure 1 ). For all on-road points the cumulative travel time to these four basepoints was computed, accounting for different car speeds that depend on road type: 90 km hour −1 for highways, 70 km hour −1 for provincial roads, 50 km hour −1 for county roads and 25 km hour −1 for trails. The minimum of the four cumulative travel times was used as the final car travel time. The calculated travel time was assigned to all off-road points that are closest to this on-road point. The closest on-road point to an off-road point was based on flow direction. The cumulative travel time for each on-road point was calculated using the network analyst tools in ArcGIS.
Hiking costs. Hiking costs were the costs of walking from the closest location on the road to the sampling location. Hiking time was calculated by the model based on Aitken (1977) , which was implemented in the r.walk module of GRASS GIS (https://grass .osgeo.org/grass64/manuals/r.walk.html). Hiking time was modelled as a function of the distance, slope and land-cover friction. The model requires as input layers: the road network, a digital elevation model and a friction raster generated by assigning friction costs to each land-cover type depicted on a land-cover-type map.
Stratifications
We computed stratum breaks with two methods, cum √ f and optimal stratification under optimal allocation using SA, for five, ten and 15 strata (L = 5, 10, 15). This resulted in 2 × 3 stratifications.
We computed the variance of the estimated mean of the variable of interest, SOM, with these six stratifications under optimal allocation (Equation (5), with y replaced by x), and for the cum √ f under Neyman (Equation (4), with y replaced by x) and optimal allocation (see hereafter). For C max we chose 100 and 200 hours. In SA the minimum stratum sample size was set to two: the minimum number of sampling points needed for unbiased estimation of the variance of an estimated population mean.
For we chose 1000. This large value has the effect that a small excess of C max leads to a large penalty term (Equation (9)). In SA the number of iterations per chain was 50 × (L − 1). For the cooling parameter we chose 0.9. As a stopping criterion we used 20 successive chains without improvement. The initial temperature was chosen such that in the first chains at least 80% of the iterations were accepted. For initial breaks, we used the breaks computed with the cum √ f method. We also computed optimal stratum breaks with Equation (11) as the objective function in SA. In this case we did not use the map with predictions of SOM for stratification, and stratum breaks are threshold values of access costs. It is evident that this led to a suboptimal stratification, but this is merely to illustrate how the stratification with the proposed method works in situations where we do not have a map of a continuous stratification variable.
We used R package 'stratification' (Baillargeon & Rivest, 2011 for computing strata with the cum √ f method. The number of classes used in computing the stratum breaks was set to 2000 × L, which was substantially larger than the recommended value of 15 × L. This resulted in a fine discretization of the cumulative frequency distribution of the stratification variable, so that it was unlikely that differences between the cum √ f stratum breaks and the breaks obtained were caused by the discretization.
Results
The stratum breaks optimized with the proposed method differed considerably from the cum √ f breaks (Figure 4) . Compared with the cum √ f stratum breaks the optimized stratum breaks were shifted to larger values. For a given number of strata, the stratum breaks obtained with the proposed method differed only marginally between the two values of C max . For example, for L = 5 the breaks for C max = 100 were 18.4, 23.0, 31.4 and 42.6 , and for C max = 200 these are 18.4, 23.0, 30.7 and 41.7, The upper map in Figure 5 shows the five optimized strata obtained with the proposed method for C max = 100, A plot of the objective function against the chain number, referred to as the trace, indicates that the optimization has converged (Figure 6 ). The expected total access costs gradually increased to the maximum. The maximum was not exceeded because of the very large value for in Equation (9). The traces of the variance (not shown) and the criterion were exactly the same, because for all chains in the final iteration no proposal with a total cost exceeding the maximum was accepted, so that the penalty in Equation (9) was zero in all iterations. Table 2 shows the optimized total sample sizes obtained with SA, the equivalent total sample sizes for cum √ f stratification, and the variances of the estimated mean of the variable of interest SOM. Although the differences in mean access costs among the strata were not used in computing the cum √ f stratification (the cum √ f strata were optimized under Neyman allocation), in allocating the total sample size to the ultimate cum √ f strata we can still account for these differences, leading to optimal allocation. √ f (dashed lines) and optimal stratification under optimal allocation (continuous lines), using predictions of soil organic matter (SOM) content as the stratification variable, for (a) five, (b) ten and (c) 15 strata. The breaks are plotted in a plot of the empirical cumulative frequency distribution function of the stratification variable. C max (maximum value for the total costs) = 100 hours. cum. freq., cumulative frequency.
For that reason, Table 3 shows, for the cum √ f stratification, equivalent sample sizes and variances for both Neyman and optimal allocation.
The equivalent sample sizes with Neyman allocation to the cum √ f strata (n CN in Table 2 ) were considerably smaller than the sample sizes with optimal stratification under optimal allocation (n OO ). The difference increased with the number of strata. With optimal instead of Neyman allocation to the cum √ f strata, ten (C max = 100) or 20 (C max = 200) more locations could be afforded, but the resulting equivalent sample sizes(n CO ) were still 7 to 18% smaller than the sample sizes with optimal stratification under optimal allocation. The variance of the estimated mean of SOM with optimal stratification under optimal allocation was considerably smaller than with cum √ f stratification. With Neyman allocation to the cum √ f strata the variance was 19 (L = 5) to 62% (L = 15) larger than with optimal stratification under optimal allocation (Table 3) . With optimal allocation to the cum √ f strata this was reduced to 8 to 30%.
The equivalent sample sizes of simple random sampling (SI) were 114 and 228 for 100 and 200 hours, respectively. Despite these large equivalent sample sizes compared with the sample sizes in Table 2 , the predicted variances of the estimated mean SOM with (a) (b) Figure 5 (a) Optimal stratification under optimal allocation using predictions of soil organic matter (SOM) content as a stratification variable and (b) using the access costs as a stratification variable. C max (maximum value for the total costs) = 100 and = 1000. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].
SI were large compared with the variances in Table 2: 1.36 and 0.679, respectively. This led to a large stratification effect of about 14 for the proposed stratification method with five strata (Table 3) . This stratification effect increased to 31 with ten strata and 41 with 15 strata. The stratification effects were about equal for the two values of C max . With cum √ f strata the stratification effect was slightly smaller, especially with Neyman allocation. Variances with Neyman allocation to the cum √ f strata were 19 (L = 5) to 61% (L = 15) larger than with the proposed stratification; with optimal allocation to the cum √ f strata this gain in precision was reduced to 8 to 29%.
The pattern of the strata obtained by using the access costs as a stratification variable clearly reflects the pattern of the roads and the basepoints (compare Figures 5b and 1b) .
The optimized total sample sizes using access costs as a stratification variable were considerably larger than the equivalent sample sizes for SI, which were 114 and 228 for C max = 100 and 200, respectively (Table 1 ). The stratification effect was considerable:
(a) (b) Figure 6 (a) Traces of expected total access costs and (b) of objective function value, in the optimization of four stratum breaks (L = 5) and total sample size by simulated annealing (SA) using predictions of soil organic matter (SOM) content as a stratification variable, accounting for differences in access costs in the allocation. C max (maximum value for the total costs) = 100 (red horizontal line in upper graph) and = 1000. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].
variances with the access-cost stratification are about 70 to 80% smaller than with SI.
Discussion
In the case study the access costs and the stratification variable showed moderate correlation: r = 0.58. As a consequence, the mean access costs differed between the strata. This implies that Neyman allocation was not optimal (see Equations (4) and (5)). For instance, for L = 5 and C max = 100 hours the stratum means of the point-wise access costs ranged from 0.61 to 1.9. This explains the difference between the optimal and the cum √ f stratum breaks. With weaker correlation the differences in mean costs among the strata will be smaller, and for that reason we then expect smaller differences C max , maximum value for the total costs; n OO , V OO , optimized sample size and variance with optimal stratification under optimal allocation; n CN , V CN , equivalent sample size and variance for cum √ f stratification and Neyman allocation; n CO , V CO , equivalent sample size and variance for cum √ f stratification and optimal allocation. Table 3 Variance ratios of estimated mean of soil organic matter between the two stratifications. Also, when the costs of soil profile description, collecting soil aliquots and measurement (in the field or in the laboratory) are equal for all locations in the study area and these costs are large compared with the access costs, the differences in costs among the population units (points) become smaller, so that Neyman allocation is near optimal, and the cum √ f and optimal stratum breaks obtained with SA almost coincide.
The gain in precision compared with SI as a result of the stratification is largely determined by the Pearson correlation coefficient of the stratification variable and the variable of interest. In the case study, r was 0.63, resulting in a large stratification effect with both stratification methods. The stratification effect will be considerably smaller when the correlation is weak. More research is needed to see how this affects the relative performance of the proposed stratification method compared with cum √ f stratification. The stratification effect obtained by using access costs as a stratification variable (Table 1) can be explained by the larger affordable sample sizes with stratified sampling, and by the differences in the mean of SOM among the strata. For example, for L = 5 the stratum means of predicted SOM are 17.8, 18.7, 21.6, 28.2 and 41.1 g kg −1 . The differences in the means of the predicted SOM among the strata are a side-effect of using the access costs, which are moderately strongly correlated with predicted SOM, as a stratification variable.
The case study serves as an illustration of the proposed stratification method in which differences in costs among the population units as a result of differences in accessibility are accounted for in computing the stratum breaks. Locally, the real access cost might differ strongly from the modelled access costs, for instance from obstacles, issues with access to private land, rough terrain conditions and so on. To be used in the stratification, however, the access costs must be known for all units in the sampling frame; in other words, we need a map of the access costs. The better is the map of the access costs, the better is the estimate of the expected total access costs, and, related to this, the more reliable is the variance of the estimated mean of the variable of interest for a given value of C max .
The total access costs are based on the cost of travelling from one of a small number of basepoints to each sampling location. In many situations it is unlikely that the soil surveyor returns to a basepoint after each measurement, and the total costs might be reduced substantially by direct journeys between sampling points. To account for this, a travelling salesman algorithm could be incorporated into each iteration of the optimization, which is at great computational cost.
Access costs can also possibly be saved by selecting sampling locations with stratified cluster random sampling or stratified two-stage random sampling (de Gruijter et al., 2006) instead of stratified simple random sampling, with strata constructed as proposed in this paper. This leads to spatial clustering of sampling locations, so that more locations per day can be sampled. For cluster random sampling it is important to select them in such a way that the same cluster is selected whichever point of that cluster is selected first (de Gruijter et al., 2006) .
In the case study, data were available to calibrate a regression model for the variable of interest. This regression model was subsequently used to create a map with predictions of the variable of interest that is used for stratification. When such calibration data are not available, a regression model must be postulated, based on experience in other areas (de Gruijter et al., 2016) . This may lead to biased predictions of the variable of interest. The question then is how this bias affects the quality of the stratification. In addition to systematic error (bias), there is random error in the predictions. The stratification method Ospats accounts explicitly for the variances and covariances of these random errors in constructing the strata (de Gruijter et al., 2015) . In both cum √ f stratification and the proposed stratification method, it is assumed that these random errors do not have a relevant effect on the optimality of the resulting stratification.
In this research we optimized the stratum breaks and sample size, given the number of strata L. We might also want to optimize the number of strata. The best option is to perform an exhaustive search for the optimal number of strata; however, computing time can become prohibitive for a wide range of L values.
Funders of soil surveys might be more interested in a high percentile (e.g. the 95th percentile (P95)) than the mean of the sampling distribution of the total costs. This leads to optimization of the stratum breaks and sample size using an objective function with a penalty term that is zero as long as the percentile does not exceed a chosen maximum, and larger than zero if this maximum is exceeded. The mean of the sampling distribution can be estimated simply by ∑ n h c h . The percentile of the sampling distribution can be estimated by simulation (i.e. by drawing a large number of stratified random samples, computing the total access costs for each sample, and finally estimating the percentile using one of the available sample quantile algorithms) (Hyndman & Fan, 1996) . This must be done for every iteration in SA, so that the computational load will become very large. We welcome research into computationally efficient methods for optimal stratification under optimal allocation, given a costs constraint defined as a percentile, and how this use of a percentile instead of the mean affects the stratification.
Conclusions
The proposed algorithm for simultaneous optimization of the stratum breaks and the sample size under optimal allocation of the sample size, given a chosen maximum for the expected total costs, is a versatile stratification method that accounts for differences in costs among the sampling units. It can be used both when a quantitative stratification variable related to the variable of interest is available and when such a variable is absent.
In the case study, the access costs and the stratification variable used for prediction of SOM showed moderate positive correlation (r = 0.63). For five strata the gain in precision achieved by the proposed stratification method compared with cum √ f stratification was 19% with Neyman allocation to the cum √ f strata and 8% with optimal allocation. This gain in precision increased to 61 and 29%, respectively, with 15 strata.
We expect a smaller gain in precision is achieved by the proposed stratification method compared with cum √ f stratification when the correlation of the stratification variable and costs are weak or the variation in costs among the units is small. The difference in mean costs among the strata will then be small, which means that Neyman allocation is near optimal, so that the stratum breaks obtained with the proposed stratification method and cum √ f method nearly coincide.
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